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Dear Authors, I am glad to inform that I have received comments from 4 reviewers on your manuscript (npg-2015-79). Most of the reviewers had a good saying about the manuscript. However, questions came up and needs to be addressed before moving to next step. Specifically, a question came up about the novelty of the manuscript and its difference from the previous manuscript. I think you need to mention why and how this work is different from previous work(s) and its novel contribution. Secondly, few fundamental issues were raised by the reviewers (specifically #2 and #3) about the methodology itself. So, I would request authors to address those comments very carefully. Reviewers also mentioned about the length of the manuscript. Reduction
in length by tightening the content would make the manuscript a better read. Some more detailed comments and edits are provided by the reviewers. I would request to address the comments carefully and modify the manuscript accordingly. Based on the comments, I recommend a moderate revision prior to publication in the special issue. Thank you very much.